CONTEXT SENSITIVE DESIGN FOR SAFETY ROADSIDE REST AREAS (PL-06)

COURSE OUTLINE

DAY 1 • MORNING SESSION “INTRODUCTION TO CONTEXT SENSITIVITY”
8:00-8:30 Sign in; Pre-Course Evaluation Questionnaire
8:30-8:45 1A Course Introduction
8:45-9:15 1B Share Results of Pre-Course Exercise: “Memorable Spaces”
9:15-9:45 1C Presentation: “History and Objectives of the Safety Roadside Rest Area Program”
9:45-10:30 1D Presentation/Discussion: “Envisioning a Rest Area of the Future”
10:30-10:45 • BREAK
10:45-12:00 1E Presentation: “Context Sensitivity and Design Quality”
12:00-12:30 1F Presentation: “Introduce Case Exercise Rest Area”
12:30-1:30 • LUNCH (on your own)

DAY 1 • AFTERNOON SESSION “READING CONTEXT”
1:30-1:45 2A Presentation: “Ways of Working/Ways of Drawing”
1:45-2:00 2B Organize Participants in Interdisciplinary Groups and Context Teams
2:00-3:00 2C Exercise: “Context Team Opportunity Inventory”
3:00-3:15 • BREAK
3:15-4:30 2D Review “Context Team Opportunity Inventory”
4:30-5:00 2E Exercise: “Integrating a Second Theme into Opportunity Inventory”
5:00-5:15 2F Introduce Short Exercise: “Bringing the Memorable Space into the Rest Area/Bringing the Rest Area into the Memorable Space”
5:15-5:30 2G Recap Day 1; Mid-Course Evaluation

DAY 2 • MORNING SESSION “DESCRIBING SUCCESSFUL PLACES”
8:30-8:45 3A Recap Short Exercise: “Bringing the Memorable Space into the Rest Area/Bringing the Rest Area into the Memorable Space”
8:45-10:00 3B Presentation/Discussion: “Critical Analysis”
10:00-10:15 • BREAK
10:15-10:30 3C Groups Identify and Prioritize Context Theme Approaches
10:30-11:00 3D Exercise: “Experience Walk Through Narrative”
11:00-11:45 3E Review “Experience Walk Through Narrative”
11:45-12:30 3F Exercise: “Group Concept Strategy”
12:30-1:30 • LUNCH (on your own)

DAY 2 • AFTERNOON SESSION “APPLYING CONTEXT SENSITIVITY”
1:30-2:15 4A Review “Group Concept Strategy”
2:15-3:15 4B Exercise Cont’d: “Group Concept Strategy Consolidation”
3:15-3:30 • BREAK
3:30-4:30 4C Final Review “Group Concept Strategy”
4:30-5:00 4D Closing Discussion: “Applying Context Sensitive Strategies in the Caltrans Rest Area Design Process”
5:00-5:30 4E Participants Comment on Course Experience; Post-Course Evaluation Questionnaire